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Abstract In Neuroscience, mathematical modelling involving multiple spatial
and temporal scales can unveil complex oscillatory activity such as excitability,
subthreshold oscillations, spiking or bursting. While the number of slow and
fast variables and the geometry of the system determine the type of the com-
plex oscillations, canard structures define boundaries between them. In this
study, we use geometric singular perturbation theory to identify and charac-
terise boundaries between different dynamical regimes of multiple-timescale
firing rate models of the developing spinal cord. These rate models are either
three or four dimensional with state variables chosen within an overall group of
two slow and two fast variables. The fast subsystem corresponds to a recurrent
excitatory network with fast activity-dependent synaptic depression, and the
slow variables represent the cell firing threshold and slow activity-dependent
synaptic depression, respectively. We start by studying canard-induced burst-
ing and mixed-mode oscillations in two different three-dimensional rate mod-
els. Then, in the full four-dimensional model we show that a canard-mediated
slow passage creates dynamics that combine these complex oscillations and
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give rise mixed-mode bursting oscillations (MMBOs). We unveil complicated
isolas along which MMBOs exist in parameter space. The profile of solu-
tions along each isola undergoes canard-mediated transitions between the sub-
threshold regime and the bursting regime; these explosive transitions change
the number of oscillations in each regime. Finally, we relate the MMBO dy-
namics to experimental recordings and discuss their effects on the silent phases
of bursting patterns as well as their potential role in creating subthreshold fluc-
tuations that are often interpreted as noise. The mathematical framework used
in this paper is relevant for modelling multiple timescale dynamics in excitable
systems.
Keywords rate models, excitability, multiple timescale systems, mixed-mode
bursting oscillations, canard solutions.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010) 34N05
1 Introduction
Complex oscillatory patterns arising in Neuroscience (excitability, spiking,
bursting and subthreshold oscillations) have been intensively studied via math-
ematical modelling at multiple spatial and temporal scales, ranging from sin-
gle cell [34,24] to network level [41,39]. These complex dynamics occur due
to strong interaction of system variables across various timescales. Multiple
timescale (so-called slow-fast or singularly perturbed) dynamical systems pro-
vide an efficient ground to study those patterns [15,19]. At the network level,
the spontaneous episodic activity in developing spinal cord of the chick em-
bryo analysed in [16,30,31,41,40,39] is a clear experimental manifestation of
a rich diversity of temporal dynamics. Here, we study the dynamical features
of this episodic activity by means of the firing rate model proposed in [41] that
accounts for the activity of an excitatory population endowed with fast and
slow synaptic depression mechanisms and a slow threshold dynamics.
In slow-fast dynamical systems, the timescale separation parameter ε is a
small scalar quantity (0<ε 1) that measures the speed difference between
the state variables. The presence of ε results in having distinct groups of slow
and fast variables, and the overall dynamical behaviour of the system can be
divided into slow and fast epochs. In its most general form, a slow-fast system
can be written as follows:
x′ = f(x,y, ε),
y′ = εg(x,y, ε),
(1)
where x ∈ Rn is the vector of fast variables, y ∈ Rm is the vector of slow
variables and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the fast time τ ;
the functions f and g are assumed to be sufficiently smooth. Depending on the
relative dimensions of slow and fast variables, one can observe different types
of complex oscillations such as relaxation oscillations, bursting oscillations,
mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) and mixed-mode bursting oscillations (MM-
BOs), which are a combination of the previous two; see Figure 1 for examples
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of each of these types of slow-fast oscillations. These complex oscillations are
solutions of slow-fast systems of the type (1), periodic or not, which consist
of successions of slow small-amplitude and fast large-amplitude oscillations.
Geometric singular perturbation theory (GSPT) is a key tool to understand
the role of the timescale separation in a given system, the geometry of the
problem and the possibility for complex oscillatory dynamics to arise in this
system. In this context, canard solutions are important building blocks that
organise these complex oscillations in parameter space.
MMBOs found in the model for the episodic activity in the developing
spinal cord are the main focus of the present article. Our treatment of this
case study serves to illustrate the dynamical features and mechanisms that can
be expected in other systems. Episodic activity is composed of active phases
of network spikes, so-called episodes, followed by quiescent periods. Accord-
ing to [40], network noise is prominent during quiescence and hence leads to
predominantly stochastic transitions from silent phases to active phases. In
contrast, the opposite transitions, from active phases to silent phases, are pre-
dominantly deterministic. In this paper, we consider the modelling framework
of multiple-timescale dynamical systems, whereby fluctuations in the activity
before the beginning of an episode naturally come as slow-fast subthreshold
oscillations. Although these subthreshold oscillations might not be observable
in extracellular electrophysiological recordings, disentangling what pertains to
noise from what could correspond to subthreshold oscillatory processes might
be very hard. Yet, we show that deterministic subthreshold oscillations might
be responsible for delaying the active phase onset sufficiently to increase silent
phase duration. Furthermore, we show that MMBOs are organised in param-
eter space along closed curves typically referred to as isolas. Isolas are bi-
furcation branches that are isolated in parameter space, that is, they are not
directly connected to other branches. They are often found in slow-fast dynam-
ical systems displaying parameterised families of complex oscillations, either
MMOs [11] or bursting [43]. Typically, many such isolas coexist and, along
each of them, the overall oscillatory profile does not vary, however small oscil-
lations can expand or shrink during canard-explosive segments of the isola (see
Figure 11 for an example). The dynamical role of these objects, as well as their
behaviour in the singular limit, has not yet been fully unraveled, even though
they seem to form a trademark of complex oscillatory dynamics with multi-
ple timescales. Below, we review the basics of canard dynamics in slow-fast
systems pertinent to the present study and introduce the model.
1.1 Canard dynamics in slow-fast systems
Setting ε = 0 in the general form of a slow-fast system given in (1) freezes
the dynamics of the slow variables in y and gives the fast subsystem (so-called
layer problem), which describes the dynamics of the fast variables in x for
fixed values of the slow variables (now parameters) and, hence, approximates
the dynamics of the original system during fast epochs.













































Fig. 1 Example traces of different types of complex oscillations. (a) Relaxation oscillations
in a 2-dimensional system of 1 slow and 1 fast variables. During the fast (slow) epochs, the
amplitude of x(t) varies sharply (moderately). (b) MMOs in a 3-dimensional system of 2
slow and 1 fast variables. Sharp variations in the amplitude of x(t), hence spikes, appear
during the fast epochs, whereas small-amplitude oscillations appear during the slow epochs.
(c) Busting oscillations in a 3-dimensional system of 1 slow and 2 fast variables. During the
fast epochs x(t) undergoes spikes, whereas during the slow epochs the amplitude of x(t)
changes moderately. (d) MMBOs in a 4-dimensional system of 2 slow and 2 fast variables
where the inset zooms the bursting activity of the solution marked by the dashed rectangle.
During the fast epochs x(t) undergoes spikes, whereas small-amplitude oscillations appear
during the slow epochs.
Applying the time rescaling t = ετ gives the slow-time parametrisation of
the original system, which reads:
εẋ = f(x,y, ε),
ẏ = g(x,y, ε).
(2)
Taking ε = 0 in (2) yields the slow subsystem (so-called reduced system),
which is a set of differential equations on the slow variables y constrained
by the algebraic condition 0 = f(x,y, 0). This algebraic equation defines the
critical manifold S0 :={f =0}, which then corresponds to both the phase space
of the slow subsystem and to the set of the equilibria of the layer problem.
The stability of the layer problem’s equilibria determines whether subsets
of the critical manifold can be said to be attracting, repelling or of saddle
type. More generally, hyperbolic equilibria of the layer problem correspond
by definition to so-called normally hyperbolic points of S0. This means that
parts of the critical manifold, where the dynamics in the normal direction
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is hyperbolic, perturb smoothly in ε to give so-called slow manifolds of the
original system for small enough ε > 0. Indeed, Fenichel theory [17] guarantees
the existence of locally invariant (attracting, repelling or saddle-type) slow
manifolds Sε as perturbations of compact normally hyperbolic (attracting,
repelling or saddle-type) submanifolds of S0.
Attracting and repelling branches of S0 (Sa and Sr, respectively) meet
along the fold set
F := {(xfold,yfold) ∈ S0; (Dxf(xfold,yfold, 0)) = 0},
which corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation set of the layer problem. Since
normal hyperbolicity is lost at every point of F , Fenichel theory does not
apply and different mathematical techniques must be employed in order to
understand the dynamics of the original system near F . The usual strategy is
to analyse the slow flow (2) in the singular limit ε= 0 by differentiating S0
with respect to time, giving
−det(Dxf)ẋ = (adj(Dxf) ·Dyf · g)(x,y, 0),
ẏ = g(x,y, 0),
where adj(Dxf) denotes the adjugate of the matrix Dxf . This system is singu-
lar on the fold points when det(Dxf) = 0. To overcome the singularity problem,
one can use a rescaling factor det(Dxf) and obtain the so-called desingularized
reduced system (DRS), whose equations take the form:
x′ = (adj(Dxf) ·Dyf · g)(x,y, 0),
y′ = −det(Dxf)g(x,y, 0).
(3)
Equilibria of the DRS satisfying det(Dxf) = 0 are called folded equilibria or
folded singularities of the original system. Hence, saddle, node and saddle-
node equilibria of the DRS give folded-saddle, folded-node and folded-saddle-
node singularities, respectively. Folded singularities are dynamically interesting
objects mainly because they are known to give rise to canard solutions. A
canard is a solution of a slow-fast system which flows successively near Sa
towards Sr, by passing close to a folded singularity, which in planar systems
is called a canard point [3,25]. Note that folded foci do exist but are much
less interesting as they do not give rise to canards. For detailed descriptions
of folded singularities, see e.g. [38] and [44].
1.2 Canards in neuronal models
Canards are special solutions of slow-fast dynamical systems which enjoy the
counter-intuitive property of staying close, during long time-intervals, to re-
gions of phase space where the flow is highly repulsive. Initially discovered
in the context of the van der Pol oscillator (VDP), hence naturally present
in the FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron model, they can be shown to occur in a
large class of excitable systems, in particular in type-II neuron models such
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Fig. 2 Canards and excitability in a nutshell in a 2D reduction of the Hodgkin-Huxley
model [28]. (a) (V, n)-phase plane projection, where V and n represent the membrane poten-
tial and sodium channel dynamics, respectively. The cubic-shaped curve is the fast nullcline
or the critical manifold of the system. We consider a parameter set in the excitable regime
given in [28], i.e. with one stable equilibrium (black dot). We take the same initial condition
(white circle) and three different values of the applied current I within such small range
than the different I-values agree up to the 10th decimal place. However, the solution profiles
vary enormously. Even though all of them eventually go to the rest state, one trajectory (in
blue) stays subthreshold, one (in black) slowly follows the threshold for the longest possible
time, and the last one (in red) goes over threshold and emits a spike before going back to
the rest state. All three trajectory contain a canard “near-threshold” segment, and the black
one contain the longest or maximal canard segment, it provides the best approximation to
the actual firing threshold. (b) Membrane potential time profile of the three trajectories in
(a).
as the FitzHugh-Nagumo , various reductions of the Hodgkin-Huxley or the
Morris-Lecar models1. In non-mathematical terms, these systems possess a
hysteresis loop acting on the fast modes and involving two families of stable
states, namely up and down states, which can be dynamically visited in alter-
nation upon a slow variation of the associated control parameter, describing
firing and subthreshold activity, respectively. This alternation introduces the
concept of excitability threshold that is familiar to biologists and physicists
as a boundary —a priori not observable— governing the all-or-none response
of excitable systems like neurons (or lasers) to an external perturbation such
as an applied current (or a light beam). The key highlight of canards’ role
in such excitable systems, which are dynamically (locally or globally) similar
to type-II neuron models, is that they precisely materialise these phase-space
boundaries between very different activity regimes, in particular between rest-
ing and spiking states in the neuronal context. To this extent, a “failed spike”
(blue solution in Fig. 2) or a “delayed spike initiation” (red solution in Fig. 2)
can be thought of as experimental evidences of the presence of canards in
an appropriate underlying neuron model. In larger-dimensional systems, the
role of canards extends to form phase-space boundaries between oscillatory
1 Neurons are said to have type-II excitability when they cannot fire action potentials
below a positive minimal frequency; from the modelling standpoint they correspond to
systems operating near a Hopf bifurcation [15].
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states with multiple amplitudes and frequencies. Hence they control the time
profile of oscillatory states, which may act as information encoders. There-
fore, canards should be considered as building blocks of excitability as well as
modulators of information in a large class of models.
From the mathematical standpoint, the sharp transition between equilib-
ria and relaxation cycles is manifested by an abrupt increase in the cycles’
amplitude (referred to as a canard explosion) that occurs within an exponen-
tially small (in ε) parameter range and it is in particular observed in the VDP
system, which can be seen as a caricature of a type-II excitable neuron. In the
VDP type systems, the critical manifold is one-dimensional and S-shaped: it
has two attracting branches separated by a repelling branch. In such systems,
canards without head solutions correspond to limit cycles with segments on
one of two attracting branches of the critical manifold and on the repelling
branch (blue trajectory in Fig. 2); on the other hand, canard with head solu-
tions correspond to limit cycles with segments on two attracting branches of
the critical manifold and on the repelling branch (red trajectory in Fig. 2).
These two families of canard cycles are connected in parameter space by the
so-called maximal canard, which by definition is the limit cycle solution with
the longest repelling segment (black trajectory in Fig. 2). In the neuronal con-
text, the maximal canard provides the best approximation of the excitability
threshold for type-II neurons and hence stands as a clear boundary between
subthreshold oscillations (corresponding to canards without head) and spik-
ing solutions (corresponding to canards with head and then to relaxation cy-
cles) [10,13,28]. The role of canards in the synchronisation of 2D excitable
systems has recently started to be unveiled [21,22].
In three-dimensional (3D) slow-fast systems, canards play a similar crucial
role in approximating firing thresholds [27,45] and in organising complex oscil-
lations, such as MMOs and bursting oscillations. MMO-type solutions combine
small-amplitude oscillations (SAOs) and large-amplitude oscillations (LAOs)
of relaxation type, in a recurrent (periodic or not) fashion (Fig. 1-(b)). They
arise in 1 fast/ 2 slow systems possessing a folded-node or a folded-saddle-
node singularity. Such MMO systems can be interpreted as canard oscillators
(of VDP type) with a drift that allows to flow through the canard point of the
associated canard oscillator, and a global reinjection mechanism ensuring that
these dynamics recur [7,44]; see the review article [11] for details. In neuronal
models, the appearance of subthreshold oscillations and subsequent transitions
to spikes can be governed by an underlying canard structure [20,24,36,37].
Bursting oscillations can appear in 3D slow-fast systems with 2 fast and 1
slow variables, and they correspond to fast oscillations (that is, in the neuronal
context, a sequence of spikes) followed by a quiescent phase during which the
system is slowly evolving (Fig. 1-(c)). Most models of bursting that have been
characterized correspond to 2 fast/1 slow systems and their 2D fast subsystems
are bistable oscillators where the bistability is typically between limit cycles
and equilibria.
The classical interpretation of bursting oscillations as recurrent slow-fast
transitions between quiescence and spiking is due to Rinzel [33,35,34], who
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had the seminal idea to relate such transitions to bifurcations of the fast sub-
system. Based on this idea, Rinzel came up with a classification of bursting
patterns that include three classes (square-wave, elliptic, parabolic). As pro-
posed by Izhikevich in [19], one can further classify many types of bursting
oscillations by identifying in each class two bifurcations of the fast subsystem,
one starting the bursting and one ending it. Soon after Rinzel’s classification
was proposed, Terman identified a spike-adding phenomenon in a square-wave
burster built upon the Morris-Lecar spiking model with an additional slow
variable [42]. This slow-fast phenomenon involves canard trajectories organis-
ing spike-adding transitions and saddle-type slow manifolds; since then it has
been found in a number of bursting models [8,12,14,18,29,32,43,23]. These
studies also revealed that canards play a similar role in the transition from
rest to bursting in (at least) 3D slow-fast systems as they do in the transition
from rest to spiking in planar systems.
MMO and bursting dynamics can be combined within the framework of
four-dimensional (4D) systems with 2 slow and 2 fast variables resulting in
complex oscillatory dynamics of the type MMBOs [12] (Fig. 1-(d)). MMBO-
type complex oscillations arise due to a slow passage through a spike-adding
canard explosion in certain types of bursting systems where the burst is ini-
tiated through a saddle-node bifurcation of the fast subsystem. One distinct
feature of these canard-mediated MMBOs which distinguishes them from el-
liptic bursting’s silent phase oscillations is that they involve two slow variables
oscillating together whereas in the elliptic bursting case these oscillations are
solely due to the presence of focus equilibria in the fast subsystem, hence only
one slow variable is involved. Desroches et al. [12] described MMBOs in an ex-
tended version of the Hindmarsh-Rose system with a slowly-varying external
input. They also discussed the presence of these dynamics in the Morris-Lecar-
Terman system [42] and a biological modelling of secreting neurons [5].
1.3 The model
Following experimental observations [16,30,31], Tabak et al. have modelled
the network activity using a rate model formalism with activity-dependent
network depression and the assumption of excitatory connectivity between
underlying neurons. To this end, they introduced two fast (a, d) and two slow
(s, θ) variables, which represent the activity (population activity or mean fir-
ing rate) (variable a), the fraction of synapses not affected by the fast synaptic
depression (d), the fraction of synapses not affected by the slow synaptic de-
pression (s) and the threshold for the cell firing θ, respectively. The resulting
4D system reads:
τaȧ = a∞(w d s a− θ − θ0)− a,
τdḋ = d∞(a)− d,
τθ θ̇ = θ∞(a)− θ,
τsṡ = s∞(a)− s,
(4)























Tabak et al. considered various 3D subsystems of (4) in order to study different
aspects of the dynamics. The (a, d, θ)-model (where s does not appear in the
a-equation) and the (a, d, s)-model (where θ is a parameter) reproduce the
experimentally observed bursting behaviour [41]: the slow variables θ (in the
(a, d, θ)-model) and s (in the (a, d, s)-model) control the periodic transitions
between the active (fast oscillations due to the interaction between a and
d) and the silent phase. On the other hand, the (a, θ, s)-model [39] does not
account for the fast synaptic kinetics but instead captures the impact of the
cellular excitability and the network connectivity on the durations of the active
and silent phases of the episodic activity. The resulting behavior of the (a, θ, s)-
model is a relaxation cycle in the 3D phase space.
Although these 3D reductions help to understand the effects of underlying
biological variables on the network activity, they both produce a ratio of silent
and active phase durations much smaller than experimentally observed. Here
we show that subthreshold oscillations before the beginning of an episode could
lengthen the silent phase and thus produce a higher ratio of silent to active
phase duration. Figure 3 shows an example of these subthreshold oscillations
followed by a burst, hence forming a MMBO solution, obtained by simulating
the (a, d, θ, s)-model (4). Complex oscillations of this type might be responsible
for delaying the active phase onset sufficiently to increase silent phase duration
and the aim of the present study is to analyse them, both theoretically and
numerically, in system (4). To do so, we focus on the canard structures and
associated canard-mediated dynamics in the 4D rate model (4) as well as in its
two aforementioned reductions, and their impact on the complex oscillatory
activity of the network. In Section 2, we detail the canard-mediated spike-
adding transitions in the bursting regime of the (a, d, θ)-model. In Section 3, we
unveil and analyse MMO dynamics in the (a, θ, s)-model. Then, in Section 4,
we explain how to combine the bursting dynamics of the (a, d, θ)-model and
the MMO dynamics of the (a, θ, s)-model into MMBOs using the (a, d, θ, s)-
model. Finally, in Section 5, we summarise our findings, their relevance to the
neural system under investigation and propose further avenues of research in
this direction. Throughout the paper, we shall use the parameter set given in
[41], also provided in the caption of Figure 3, leaving the network connectivity
measure w as the main bifurcation parameter; see [41] for detailed description
of the parameters.
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Fig. 3 System (4) with w = 1.43 and τa = 1, ka = 0.05, τd = 2, θd = 0.2, kd = 0.5,
τθ = 1000, θθ = 0.15, kθ = 0.05, τs = 500, θs = 0.14, ks = 0.02, θ0 = 0. (a) MMBO solution
Γ projected onto the (θ, s, a)-space. Also shown are the critical manifold S0, the fold curve
F and the folded node fn (red dot). (b) Time profile of Γ for the a-variable.
2 Canard-mediated transitions to burst and spike-adding in the
(a, d, θ)-model
Tabak et al. considered two 3D reductions of the (a, d, θ, s)-model with 2 fast/1
slow variables, the (a, d, θ) and (a, d, s) models [41]. In both systems, the fast
variables, a and d, form a bistable system of oscillations and equilibria param-
eterised by the cellular threshold θ and the activity-dependent depression s,
respectively. Slow modulations in θ in the (a, d, θ)-model and s in the (a, d, s)-
model govern recurrent dynamic transitions in the full 3D system between the
oscillatory and stationary states of the (a, d) fast subsystem, which result in
the bursting behaviour.
Canard-induced dynamics in bursting systems has been unveiled in several
models [12,14,18,29,32,42,43], where bursting is initiated, upon parameter
variation, via a Hopf bifurcation followed by a sequence of canard explosions
and spikes are shaped via canard trajectories. In this section we investigate
canard-induced dynamics in the (a, d, θ)-model keeping s as the bifurcation
parameter. We use the same parameter set for which MMBO solutions exists
in (4) (Figure 3 and Section 4), but change τθ = 5000 for a clear visualisation
of transitions. Note that similar study in the (a, d, s)-model with the parameter
θ will give qualitatively similar slow-fast transitions.
The (a, d, θ)-model reads:
τaȧ = a∞(w d s a− θ − θ0)− a,
τdḋ = d∞(a)− d,
θ̇ = ε(θ∞(a)− θ),
(6)
where ε = 1/τθ being the small parameter (given that τa = 1 and τd = 2).
System (6) undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at sHopf ≈ 0.95657. As
in the canard explosion scenario in planar systems, the canard solutions of
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(6) lie along a quasi-vertical segment of the solution branch in the bifurcation
diagram in terms of s. This quasi-vertical segment is located at an O(1/τθ)-
distance of the Hopf point at sHopf , that is, near the canard value at sc ≈
0.95704. Next, we explain how canard orbits are formed from the early stages
of the canard explosion until the formation of the first spike (Figure 5), as well
as for the second and third spikes (Figures 6).
In order to understand the canard trajectories structuring these periodic
orbits, we need to examine the bifurcation diagram of the (a, d) fast subsystem
with respect to θ for s ≈ sc. The θ-dependent family of equilibrium points
(a∗, d∗) = (a∗, d∞(a∗)) of the fast subsystem is defined by








+ w d∞(a) s a− θ0
}
, (7)
and forms a Z-shaped curve for a ∈ (0, 1) (blue curve in Figure 4) with two
fold points, θlf and θ
r
f . The lower branch consists of stable nodes for θ > θ
l
f .
Saddle equilibria, whose invariant manifolds are weaker in the stable direction
than in the unstable direction, lie along the middle branch between θlf and θ
r
f .
The upper branch has stable foci until the supercritical Hopf bifurcation at
θH , which gives a narrow paraboloid of limit cycles. This paraboloid folds back
at θFC towards the middle branch of saddles and makes a saddle-homoclinic
connection at θHC . The bursting behaviour resulting from this bifurcation
structure in the (a, d) fast subsystem is classified as a “Hopf/ fold cycle”
bursting by Izhikevich [19]. The homoclinic connection at θHC is one of the
main ingredients of the spike adding phenomena explained below.
After having dissected the (a, d) subsystem with respect to θ, we can focus
on the slow-fast transitions in (6). Equation (7) defines the critical manifold
S0,(a,d,θ) of (6) where the only slow variable is θ. Therefore, the 1D slow flow
lies along the folded set:
F (a,d,θ) =
{ −ka
a(1− a) + w s (a d
′








. The critical points of
S0,(a,d,θ), i.e. the fold points, are at θlf and θ
r
f . zoThe passage of the slow
nullcline {θ = θ∞(a)} through the fold point θlf in the 3D phase space as s
slowly varies gives the transition from resting to spiking, then adds the spikes
successively via canard trajectories until the bursting regime is reached.
The upper panels of Figure 5 show the first canard cycles induced by
the Hopf bifurcation at sHopf in a similar analogy to that of the VDP-type
planar systems: the trajectories move along the lower branch of stable nodes,
pass through θlf and follow 1D repelling slow manifolds before jumping to
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<latexit sha1_base64="qXTw8Em5lrI3Du6xrLGtZDHtQXQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY3KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9yM4yZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qXTw8Em5lrI3Du6xrLGtZDHtQXQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY3KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9yM4yZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qXTw8Em5lrI3Du6xrLGtZDHtQXQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY3KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9yM4yZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qXTw8Em5lrI3Du6xrLGtZDHtQXQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY3KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9yM4yZ</latexit>
✓
<latexit sha1_base64="GcVgmjP8M7kA7JzWZ5XHvSlKQM4=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8VR2RdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNbs45Eh75Ypf9eciqxDkUIFc9V75q9vXLEu4QiaptZ3ATzGcUIOCST4tdTPLU8pGdMA7DhVNuA0n822n5Mw5fRJr455CMnd/T0xoYu04iVxnQnFol2sz879aJ8P4JpwIlWbIFVt8FGeSoCaz00lfGM5Qjh1QZoTblbAhNZShC6jkQgiWT16F5mU1cHx/Vamd53EU4QRO4QICuIYa3EEdGsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HorXg5TPH8Efe5w+bjY8M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GcVgmjP8M7kA7JzWZ5XHvSlKQM4=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8VR2RdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNbs45Eh75Ypf9eciqxDkUIFc9V75q9vXLEu4QiaptZ3ATzGcUIOCST4tdTPLU8pGdMA7DhVNuA0n822n5Mw5fRJr455CMnd/T0xoYu04iVxnQnFol2sz879aJ8P4JpwIlWbIFVt8FGeSoCaz00lfGM5Qjh1QZoTblbAhNZShC6jkQgiWT16F5mU1cHx/Vamd53EU4QRO4QICuIYa3EEdGsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HorXg5TPH8Efe5w+bjY8M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GcVgmjP8M7kA7JzWZ5XHvSlKQM4=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8VR2RdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNbs45Eh75Ypf9eciqxDkUIFc9V75q9vXLEu4QiaptZ3ATzGcUIOCST4tdTPLU8pGdMA7DhVNuA0n822n5Mw5fRJr455CMnd/T0xoYu04iVxnQnFol2sz879aJ8P4JpwIlWbIFVt8FGeSoCaz00lfGM5Qjh1QZoTblbAhNZShC6jkQgiWT16F5mU1cHx/Vamd53EU4QRO4QICuIYa3EEdGsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HorXg5TPH8Efe5w+bjY8M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GcVgmjP8M7kA7JzWZ5XHvSlKQM4=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8VR2RdBjwYvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNbs45Eh75Ypf9eciqxDkUIFc9V75q9vXLEu4QiaptZ3ATzGcUIOCST4tdTPLU8pGdMA7DhVNuA0n822n5Mw5fRJr455CMnd/T0xoYu04iVxnQnFol2sz879aJ8P4JpwIlWbIFVt8FGeSoCaz00lfGM5Qjh1QZoTblbAhNZShC6jkQgiWT16F5mU1cHx/Vamd53EU4QRO4QICuIYa3EEdGsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HorXg5TPH8Efe5w+bjY8M</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="kYX1zASaiJIT0g0GB6DdUUPj8w8=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrSYdlCtu1V2IrIOXQwVyNQblr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LEoaofazxaIzcmGdIQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr9bm5n+1XmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZX02GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqaLM2GxKNgRv9eR1aF9XPcvNWqV+mcdRhDM4hyvw4AbqcA8NaAEDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx+684zJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kYX1zASaiJIT0g0GB6DdUUPj8w8=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrSYdlCtu1V2IrIOXQwVyNQblr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LEoaofazxaIzcmGdIQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr9bm5n+1XmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZX02GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqaLM2GxKNgRv9eR1aF9XPcvNWqV+mcdRhDM4hyvw4AbqcA8NaAEDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx+684zJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kYX1zASaiJIT0g0GB6DdUUPj8w8=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrSYdlCtu1V2IrIOXQwVyNQblr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LEoaofazxaIzcmGdIQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr9bm5n+1XmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZX02GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqaLM2GxKNgRv9eR1aF9XPcvNWqV+mcdRhDM4hyvw4AbqcA8NaAEDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx+684zJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kYX1zASaiJIT0g0GB6DdUUPj8w8=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrSYdlCtu1V2IrIOXQwVyNQblr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LEoaofazxaIzcmGdIQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr9bm5n+1XmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZX02GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqaLM2GxKNgRv9eR1aF9XPcvNWqV+mcdRhDM4hyvw4AbqcA8NaAEDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx+684zJ</latexit>
LP
<latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit>
H
<latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit>
FC
<latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit>
HC
<latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit>
LP
<latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohYOdGDcFcczicVpUz4wFTOdzAA=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBoviKiSB2nRXcOPCRRX7gDbIZDpph04mYWYilNA/cONCEbf+kTv/xulDUNEDA4dzzmXuPWHKmdKO82EVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVslmSS0RRKeyG6IFeVM0JZmmtNuKimOQ0474fhi5nfuqVQsEbd6ktIgxkPBIkawNtLNVfOuXHHsul/zqj5ybM+rV13XEKfun/s+cm1njgosYfLv/UFCspgKTThWquc6qQ5yLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxHtKeoQLHVAX5fNMpOjHKAEWJNE9oNFe/T+Q4VmoShyYZYz1Sv72Z+JfXy3TkBzkTaaapIIuPoowjnaDZ2WjAJCWaTwzBRDKzKyIjLDHRppySKeHrUvQ/aXu2a/i1V2mcLusowhEcwxm4UIMGXEITWkAgggd4gmdrbD1aL9brIlqwljOH8APW2yfG0Y1u</latexit>
(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ku4raZryUqbu3aN52KwQqH0hNVU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02Ug02JA7Gi1JbCwxykcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufATbCw0xtZfZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg9VejUoV9yauxBZBy+HCuRqDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZlDRC7WeLVWfkwjpDEsbKPmnIwv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFerc3N/2q91IQ3fsZlkhqUbPlRmApiYjK/mwy5QmbE1AJlittdCRtTRZmx6ZRsCN7qyevQrtc8y/f1SuMyj6MIZ3AOVfDgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hj5zPH3+hjSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ku4raZryUqbu3aN52KwQqH0hNVU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02Ug02JA7Gi1JbCwxykcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufATbCw0xtZfZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg9VejUoV9yauxBZBy+HCuRqDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZlDRC7WeLVWfkwjpDEsbKPmnIwv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFerc3N/2q91IQ3fsZlkhqUbPlRmApiYjK/mwy5QmbE1AJlittdCRtTRZmx6ZRsCN7qyevQrtc8y/f1SuMyj6MIZ3AOVfDgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hj5zPH3+hjSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ku4raZryUqbu3aN52KwQqH0hNVU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02Ug02JA7Gi1JbCwxykcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufATbCw0xtZfZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg9VejUoV9yauxBZBy+HCuRqDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZlDRC7WeLVWfkwjpDEsbKPmnIwv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFerc3N/2q91IQ3fsZlkhqUbPlRmApiYjK/mwy5QmbE1AJlittdCRtTRZmx6ZRsCN7qyevQrtc8y/f1SuMyj6MIZ3AOVfDgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hj5zPH3+hjSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ku4raZryUqbu3aN52KwQqH0hNVU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02Ug02JA7Gi1JbCwxykcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufATbCw0xtZfZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg9VejUoV9yauxBZBy+HCuRqDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZlDRC7WeLVWfkwjpDEsbKPmnIwv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFerc3N/2q91IQ3fsZlkhqUbPlRmApiYjK/mwy5QmbE1AJlittdCRtTRZmx6ZRsCN7qyevQrtc8y/f1SuMyj6MIZ3AOVfDgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hj5zPH3+hjSw=</latexit>
(a1)
<latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit>
0.212
<latexit sha1_base64="dawVBmAF9WAbeIRAY2/IN+uKTpw=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VSSIuix4MVjBdMW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEquDau++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSVsnmWLos0QkqhtSjYJL9A03ArupQhqHAjvh5G5e7zyh0jyRj2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYy3frDa8xqNbcursQWQevgBoUag2qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWZQ0Rh3ki2Vn5MI6QxIlyj5pyML9PZHTWOtpHNrOmJqxXq3Nzf9qvcxEt0HOZZoZlGz5UZQJYhIyv5wMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsflUbAje6snr0G7UPcsP17XmZRFHGc7gHK7Agxtowj20wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w8t1I2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dawVBmAF9WAbeIRAY2/IN+uKTpw=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VSSIuix4MVjBdMW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEquDau++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSVsnmWLos0QkqhtSjYJL9A03ArupQhqHAjvh5G5e7zyh0jyRj2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYy3frDa8xqNbcursQWQevgBoUag2qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWZQ0Rh3ki2Vn5MI6QxIlyj5pyML9PZHTWOtpHNrOmJqxXq3Nzf9qvcxEt0HOZZoZlGz5UZQJYhIyv5wMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsflUbAje6snr0G7UPcsP17XmZRFHGc7gHK7Agxtowj20wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w8t1I2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dawVBmAF9WAbeIRAY2/IN+uKTpw=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VSSIuix4MVjBdMW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEquDau++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSVsnmWLos0QkqhtSjYJL9A03ArupQhqHAjvh5G5e7zyh0jyRj2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYy3frDa8xqNbcursQWQevgBoUag2qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWZQ0Rh3ki2Vn5MI6QxIlyj5pyML9PZHTWOtpHNrOmJqxXq3Nzf9qvcxEt0HOZZoZlGz5UZQJYhIyv5wMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsflUbAje6snr0G7UPcsP17XmZRFHGc7gHK7Agxtowj20wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w8t1I2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dawVBmAF9WAbeIRAY2/IN+uKTpw=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VSSIuix4MVjBdMW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEquDau++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSVsnmWLos0QkqhtSjYJL9A03ArupQhqHAjvh5G5e7zyh0jyRj2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYy3frDa8xqNbcursQWQevgBoUag2qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWZQ0Rh3ki2Vn5MI6QxIlyj5pyML9PZHTWOtpHNrOmJqxXq3Nzf9qvcxEt0HOZZoZlGz5UZQJYhIyv5wMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsflUbAje6snr0G7UPcsP17XmZRFHGc7gHK7Agxtowj20wAcGHJ7hFd4c6bw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w8t1I2D</latexit>
0.216
<latexit sha1_base64="NwtJLWbqSYUjk0apLrL+MIv+utQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEonkpSRD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV20+oNE/ko5mkGMR0KHnEGTXW8t1a3bvuV6puzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfuVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmai2yDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRVaNVrnuWHq2rjooijBKdwBpfgwQ004B6a4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0brmFDMn8EfO5w8z5I2H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NwtJLWbqSYUjk0apLrL+MIv+utQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEonkpSRD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV20+oNE/ko5mkGMR0KHnEGTXW8t1a3bvuV6puzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfuVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmai2yDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRVaNVrnuWHq2rjooijBKdwBpfgwQ004B6a4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0brmFDMn8EfO5w8z5I2H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NwtJLWbqSYUjk0apLrL+MIv+utQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEonkpSRD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV20+oNE/ko5mkGMR0KHnEGTXW8t1a3bvuV6puzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfuVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmai2yDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRVaNVrnuWHq2rjooijBKdwBpfgwQ004B6a4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0brmFDMn8EfO5w8z5I2H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NwtJLWbqSYUjk0apLrL+MIv+utQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEonkpSRD0WvHisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0wF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NJJphj6LBGJ6oRUo+ASfcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpvV20+oNE/ko5mkGMR0KHnEGTXW8t1a3bvuV6puzZ2LrIJXQBUKNfuVr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBpuZdpTCkb0yF2LUoaow7y+bJTcm6dAYkSZZ80ZO7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL9dm5n+1bmai2yDnMs0MSrb4KMoEMQmZXU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2HzKNgRv+eRVaNVrnuWHq2rjooijBKdwBpfgwQ004B6a4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+dj0brmFDMn8EfO5w8z5I2H</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YzvB0SwLK5H8x9VCHHHX9iPrVdA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsCiuwiT1ke4KbrpswT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0Ek5vc79xTqVgsbvU0oX6ER4KFjGBtpGZ9UCoj23GrHrqEyK563tVFTpxKxUUudGw0Rxks0RiU3vvDmKQRFZpwrFTPQYn2Myw1I5zOiv1U0QSTCR7RnqECR1T52fzQGTw1yhCGsTQlNJyr3ycyHCk1jQLTGWE9Vr+9XPzL66U69PyMiSTVVJDFojDlUMcw/xoOmaRE86khmEhmboVkjCUm2mRTNCF8fQr/J23XdgxvuuXa2TKOAjgGJ+AcOOAa1EAdNEALEEDBA3gCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1hVrOXMEfsB6+wQDB4z6</latexit>
FC
<latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZhImszpDF1CnwqamV2D/xxSuv4=">AAAB6XicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxqB4GqaTaMZbICAeo5gFkiH0dHqSJj0L3T1CCPkDLx4U8eofefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9PxFcacf5sDIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gqeJUUtagsYhl2yeKCR6xhuZasHYiGQl9wVr+qDbzW/dMKh5Hd3qcMC8kg4gHnBJtpNurWi9fcOzLiovdMnLsUqnknmNDLsoVjB2EbWeOAixR7+Xfu/2YpiGLNBVEqQ52Eu1NiNScCjbNdVPFEkJHZMA6hkYkZMqbzC+dohOj9FEQS1ORRnP1+8SEhEqNQ990hkQP1W9vJv7ldVIduN6ER0mqWUQXi4JUIB2j2duozyWjWowNIVRycyuiQyIJ1SacnAnh61P0P2kWbWz4TbFQPV3GkYUjOIYzwFCBKlxDHRpAIYAHeIJna2Q9Wi/W66I1Yy1nDuEHrLdPj0iNSA==</latexit>
HC
<latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rfzlVWYPfS8zcHnS7V7ZXXNiAts=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waK4Gia11c6u0E2XVewD2qFk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//AjQtF3PpH7vwb02kFFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9zprTjfFi5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41FFRIgltk4hHsudjRTkTtK2Z5rQXS4pDn9OuP20s/O49lYpF4k7PYuqFeCxYwAjWRrptNobFkmOjmnvpVqFju261gpyMVBC6gsh2MpTACq1h8X0wikgSUqEJx0r1kRNrL8VSM8LpvDBIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVl2aXzuGZUUYwiKQpoWGmfp9IcajULPRNZ4j1RP32FuJfXj/RQc1LmYgTTQVZLgoSDnUEF2/DEZOUaD4zBBPJzK2QTLDERJtwCiaEr0/h/6RTtpHhN+VS/XwVRx6cgFNwARC4BnXQBC3QBgQE4AE8gWdraj1aL9brsjVnrWaOwQ9Yb5+mK41Y</latexit>
(a1)
<latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JMAcw5G6O6oVxUJOrHBaeVffZJU=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyxK3ZSZbnRZcOOygr1AO5RMmmlDk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkycasraNBax7oXEMMEVa1tuBeslmhEZCtYNp3d5vfvEtOGxerSzhAWSjBWPOCU2t2rEvx5Wql7dWwivg19AFQq1hpWvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPyIDUsIXRKxqzvUBHJTJAtdp3jS+eMcBRr95TFC/f3REakMTMZuk5J7MSs1nLzv1o/tdFtkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eMouBH/15HXoNOq+44dGtXlVxFGCc7iAGvhwA024hxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbN1AxcwZ/hD5/AO+HjWc=</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="V4EVMzdsWo7Jvg/31T5AnCcCCus=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY7KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9wr4yY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V4EVMzdsWo7Jvg/31T5AnCcCCus=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY7KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9wr4yY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V4EVMzdsWo7Jvg/31T5AnCcCCus=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY7KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9wr4yY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V4EVMzdsWo7Jvg/31T5AnCcCCus=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8VQSKeix4MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjraY7KFfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyv5oMuUJmxNQCZYrbXQkbU0WZsdmUbAje6snr0L6uepabtUr9Mo+jCGdwDlfgwQ3U4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9wr4yY</latexit>
0.5
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Fig. 4 (a) Bifurcation diagram of the (a, d) fast subsystem upon variation of θ (blue),
together with an example canard cycle of the (a, d, θ) system for s ≈ sc (black). Panel
(a1) corresponds to a zoom of panel (a) in the dashed rectangle. In both upper panels, H
denotes a Hopf bifurcation, LP limit point bifurcations (folds) of equilibria, HC a Homoclinic
bifurcation and FC a fold bifurcation of cycles. The equilibrium points on the Z-shaped
(blue) curve are stable nodes along the lower branch for θ > θlf and saddles between the
fold bifurcation values θlf = 0.18326 and θ
r
f = 0.2432. The stable focus type equilibria along
the upper branch undergo a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at θH ≈ 0.21335, which gives a
narrow paraboloid of limit cycles. The inner cycles, between θH and θFC ≈ 0.21423, are
stable, while the outer cycles, between θFC and θHC ≈ 0.21343, are unstable. The upper
branch hosts unstable equilibria of focus type between θH and θ ≈ 0.241448, then unstable
nodes until θrf . (b) Time series for variable a of the limit cycle shown in panel (a).
back to the branch of stable nodes (Fig. 5-(1)). As s varies along the canard
explosion, the canard cycles grow in amplitude up to the maximal canard while
moving towards θrf . These spikeless cycles are analogous to the canard without
head trajectories in planar systems and the maximal canard is the excitability
threshold of the (a, d, θ)-system.
When the limit cycle reaches to the right fold θrf , the (un)stable mani-
folds of the equilibria shape the cycle. The invariant set of the saddle at θrf
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expands the cycle in the a-direction, then brings it back towards the branch
of the stable nodes (similar expansion-contraction mechanism is shown in [18,
Figure 6]). This expansion and contraction at θrf gives birth to the first spike
(Fig. 5-(4)). As s varies, the trajectory is repelled in the a-direction by the
unstable manifolds of saddle points of the middle branch then attracted by the
stable lower branch of S0,(a,d,θ). This behaviour is similar to the canard with
head cycles in the planar systems where a trajectory follows both attracting
branches of the critical manifold. However, in the (a, d, θ)-system, the critical
manifold contains repelling equilibria along the upper branch between θlf and
θH . Thus, the trajectory returns to the lower branch once leaves the middle
branch.
The formation of a cycle with one spike is completed once the spike is
placed on the left of θHopf . Note that it is still a canard cycle since a certain
part of it lies along the unstable middle branch: it follows the stable branch as
θ decreases towards θlf , passes through the fold θ
l
f , continues along the unsta-
ble middle branch before departing in the direction of the unstable manifold
towards the attracting focus. Since the (a, d) subsystem does not possess any
cycle for θ < θH and the stable foci have weak attractions, the trajectory does
not necessarily follow the upper branch of equilibria of the fast subsystem.
As s varies, the trajectory can follow again the 1D saddle-type slow man-
ifold provided the trajectory is exponentially close to the repelling branch of
the critical manifold. This can only happen in the vicinity of the homoclinic
bifurcation of the fast subsystem (for small enough ε > 0). Hence, as the
trajectory comes close to the homoclinic point after the spike, it can grow a
new canard segment and this initiates the formation of the next spike [18], see
Figure 6. The second canard segment of the trajectory after the spike expands
from θHC to θ
r
f : the limit cycle with one spike grows in the θ direction, gains
the second spike at the right fold and then shrinks towards the left fold. Dif-
ferent than the first one, the second spike is aligned within the stable limit
cycles of the (a, d) subsystem – which gives the fast oscillations of the burst
episode. Note that the slow drift in θ may not allow the second spike to enter
into the narrow paraboloid of the stable limit cycles (between θH and θFC).
As for the third (and later subsequent spikes), the family of stable cycles are
drifted “inside the paraboloid” after passing through θH , remain closer to the
stable objects in that region Figure 6-(18). These fast oscillations terminate
near θFC .
3 Folded node and MMOs in the (a, θ, s)-model
In this section we investigate how the presence of subthreshold oscillation at
the transition between silent and active phases may occur due to the interplay
between slow variables s and θ. The oscillations would lengthen the silent
phase intervals relative to the active phase duration.
Tabak et al. have studied the effects of both types of slow negative feedback,
synaptic depression (s, divisive feedback) and adaptation of cellular excitability
14 Elif Köksal Ersöz et al.
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Fig. 5 Formation of the first spike in system (6) upon exponentially small variation of
s ≈ sc. Each up-down pair shows a solution superimposed on the bifurcation diagram of the
(a, d) fast subsystem versus θ (upper panel) and the time course of the solution for variable
a (lower panel). Panel (6) displays a zoomed view so as to better visualize the interaction
between the spike and the bifurcation diagram of the fast subsystem.
(θ, subtractive feedback), on the active and silent phases of episodic activity
via the (a, θ, s)-model [39], which reads
τaȧ = a∞(w̃ s a− θ − θ0)− a,
θ̇ = ε(θ∞(a)− θ),
ṡ = ετ̃s(s∞(a)− s),
(8)
where τ̃s = τθ/τs. The (a, θ, s)-model does not account for the fast kinet-
ics of the activity-dependent synaptic depression, thus its effective network
connectivity, w̃, takes different values than w of the (a, d, θ, s)-model. (We
use w̃ in the following calculations but the dynamics remain qualitatively the
same with a quasi-steady state approximation d = d∞(a) (w̃ ≈ wd∞(a)).)
The number of slow variables determines the dimension of the critical man-
ifold and, hence, that of the slow flow on it. With the usual parameter set
(τa = 1, τθ = 1000, τ̃s = τθ/τs = 2), the (a, θ, s)-model has one fast (a) and
two slow variables (s, θ), therefore the a-nullsurface in (8) defines the critical
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Fig. 6 Formation of the second (panels (7) -(11)) and third (panels (12) -(15)) spikes in
system (6) upon exponentially small variations of s ≈ sc. Each up-down pair shows a solution
superimposed on the bifurcation diagram of the (a, d) fast subsystem versus θ (upper panel)
and the time course of the solution for variable a (lower panel). Panels (11) and (15) display
zoomed views so as to better visualize the interaction between the spikes and the bifurcation
diagram of the fast subsystem.
manifold:









+ w̃sa− θ − θ0 = 0
}
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Fig. 7 (a) MMO solution Γ of system (8) for w̃ = 0.7625; also shown are the critical
manifold S0,(a,θ,s), the fold curve F (a,θ,s) (blue) and the folded node fn (red dot). The
critical manifold S0,(a,θ,s) is a cusp surface folded along the curve F (a,θ,s). (b) zoom near
the folded node (dashed rectangle in panel (a)).
Figure 7 shows S0,(a,θ,s) with the fold curve (blue), that is
F (a,θ,s) =
{ −ka
a(1− a) + w̃s = 0
}
.
The black curve shown in Figure 7 is an example MMO-type periodic orbit
of (8). As we have mentioned in the introduction, the SAOs of MMOs appear
due to the presence of folded singularities on the fold curve, in particular near
a folded node. Below we investigate the limiting slow dynamics near F (a,θ,s)
using the DRS approach described in the introduction. Note that system (8) is
expressed in the fast-time parametrisation. A time rescaling by ε = 1/τθ brings
it to the slow-time formulation, which then allows to compute the DRS. As
a first step, we set ε to 0 in the slow-time system, which gives the following
differential-algebraic problem:




where the dot represents now the derivative with respect to the slow time.
The algebraic condition in (10) defines the critical manifold S0,(a,θ,s) given
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in (9). Differentiating S0,(a,θ,s) with respect to time, and projecting onto the
(a, s)-space leads to the following system of differential equations:
−
( −ka
a(1− a) + w̃s
)
ȧ = −θ̇ + w̃aṡ = −(θ∞(a)− θ) + w̃aτ̃s(s∞(a)− s)(11)
ṡ = τ̃s(s∞(a)− s),







+ w̃sa− θ0 = θ(a, s).
The singularities of equation (11) along the fold curve F (a,θ,s) can be overcome
through desingularization by applying a time rescaling of factor kaa(1−a) − w̃s,
which gives the DRS:








Note that desingularization reverses the direction of flow on the repelling sheet
of S0,(a,θ,s) where kaa(1−a) − w̃s < 0. Hence, the phase portrait of the reduced
system is obtained by changing the direction of the flow in the phase portrait
of the DRS where for kaa(1−a) − w̃s < 0.
The structure of (12) does not allow symbolic calculation of the equilibria,
but the computed bifurcation diagram with respect to w̃ shows the properties
of its equilibria (Figure 8-(a)). Black and red branches of equilibria, one being
stable the other unstable, exchange stability through a transcritical bifurcation
at w̃T ≈ 0.754645. For w̃ < w̃T , the nodes of (12) are the true equilibria of
(8) and the saddles are folded saddles. The solutions of (8) for w̃ < w̃T are
not affected by the folded saddles in this region because trajectories of (8)
are attracted by the node equilibria. On the other hand, the nodes of (12)
become folded nodes when w̃ > w̃T because they are on F
(a,θ,s) (example
phase portrait in Figure 8-(b)), while the saddles on the s = s∞(a) curve
turn into saddle-foci of the 3D system, with complex eigenvalues with positive
real parts and one negative real eigenvalue. The presence of these two close
equilibria (falls into the folded saddle-node type II [38]) is the footprint of the
mechanism responsible for the small subthreshold oscillations: for big enough
time-scale difference between the fast and slow components of the system, the
orbits approach the folded node, around which there is as funnel structure
[11,26] that first attracts the orbits with a inward spiralling motion, and then
repels them towards the 2D invariant manifold of the saddle of the full 3D
system. Finally, the 2D unstable manifold of the saddle (associated with its
the complex eigenvalues) provokes additional small oscillations just before the
orbit leaves the vicinity of the critical manifold.
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Fig. 8 (a) Bifurcation diagram of (12) with respect to w̃. Solid (resp. dashed) lines cor-
respond to stable (resp. unstable) equilibria, and both branches cross at w̃T = 0.754645,
where they exchange stability via a transcritical bifurcation (marked by a red dot); note
that the branch plotted in red corresponds to the projection of the fold curve onto the
(a, s)-plane. (b) Phase portrait of (12) for w̃ = 0.7625. The node equilibrium corresponds to
a folded node fn for the reduced system, with coordinates (afn, sfn) ≈ (0.074696, 0.94875);
it lies at the intersection between the a-nullcline (blue) and the projection Π(F (a,θ,s))
of the fold curve onto the (a, s)-plane (red). The saddle equilibrium s, with coordinates
(as, ss) ≈ (0.074426, 0.96368), lies at the intersection between the a-nullcline (blue) and the
{s = s∞}-component of the s-nullcline (yellow).
3.1 MMOs and behaviour along isolas
Figure 9-(a) shows the w̃-dependent bifurcation diagram of the (a, θ, s)-model.
The system undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at w̃Hopf ≈ 0.755319.
The periodic solutions lie along the red branch starting at w̃Hopf grow in
amplitude until amax = 1, which are the relaxation type solutions studied in
[39] (Figure 10-(b)).
The periodic solutions along the Hopf branch are unstable between two
period doubling (PD) bifurcations at w̃ ≈ 0.758948 and w̃ ≈ 0.771919. These
unstable solutions are canard orbits that follow the unstable middle surface
of S0,(a,θ,s). The stable solutions between w̃ ≈ [0.758948, 0.771919] are MMO-
type periodic orbits: n-number of SAOs near the folded node of S0,(a,θ,s) fol-
lowed by a LAO of relaxation type (Figure 7-(a)). All solutions with the same
number of SAOs belong to the same isolated closed curve of periodic orbits,
a so-called isola. Stable solutions lie on the top of each isola between two PD
bifurcations on each. It is possible to pass from one isola to the next as w̃
changes within the approximate interval [0.758948, 0.771919]. Transitions be-
tween neighbouring isolas corresponds to a ±1 change in the number of SAOs.
The time course of some of these periodic orbits are given in Figure 10-(a).
The 9-SAO isola is displayed in Figure 9-(b) as an example. Observe that,
the isolas present two high-slope segments between the bottom right corner
(points 2 and 11) and the plateau on the top (see points 6 and 8 in the inset
plot). We keep referring to them as the quasi-vertical segments of the solution
branches. They connect the small-amplitude orbits to MMO-type orbits via
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canard explosions. Example periodic orbits on the left and right quasi-vertical
segments are given in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The orbit at the bottom
left of the isola is in Figure 11-(1). This subthreshold orbit has the shortest
segment along the repelling surface and it has 9 SAOs plus one last oscilla-
tion slightly larger than the others. When moving w̃ on the left quasi-vertical
segment, the associated cycle extends the part of its last oscillation along the
repelling middle sheet of S0,(a,θ,s) (the orbits on panels (1)-(3) are similar to
the canard-without-head cycles in planar systems). The maximal canard tra-
jectory (the third orbit) is the solution that stretches out from the lower side of
the fold curve all the way to the upper side. As w̃ changes, the solution follows
the repelling sheet of the critical manifold, before jumping up to the upper
attracting sheet, then jumping down to the lower attracting branch and finally
funnels into the folded-node region (the forth and fifth orbits are similar to the
canard-with-head cycles in planar systems). The formation of the relaxation
segment of the periodic solution (the LAO) is completed when w̃ passes the
first PD bifurcation point (Figure 11-(6)), where the solutions become stable.
As w̃ continues to move along the isola, periodic orbits lose their stability at
the second PD point, then they shrink in amplitude while the parameter goes
down along the right quasi-vertical segment. Here we observe a second canard
explosion, which happens in the opposite direction as the usual one (in a sense,
a canard implosion), connecting the MMOs to the small-amplitude periodic
orbits (Figure 12). We see that the only difference between the solutions on
the left and right quasi-vertical segments is the amplitude of the 9th SAO,
which is slightly larger than the ones along the left quasi-vertical segment.
We also observe that the silent phase duration increases with the number
of SAOs, i.e. when decreasing the value of w̃ (Figure 10-(a)). The silent phase
can take up to 12 times longer than the active phase for the MMOs, whereas
the maximum ratio for the relaxation type orbits (Figure 10-(b)) is around
5. This provides a new hypothesis to explain the large silent to active phase
duration ratio observed experimentally.
The bifurcation structure of this model, in particular the family of isolas
of MMOs, their shape and organization in parameter space, is very much
exemplary of excitable systems with one fast and two slow variables near a
folded node. Indeed, such bifurcation structure has been found in various single
neuron models (e.g. in the reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model) and also in models
of chemical reactions such as the Koper model; see [11] for details and further
examples.
4 Canard-mediated MMBOs oscillations in the (a, d, θ, s)-model
In Section 2 we tracked the s-dependent family of canard cycles in the (a, d, θ)
burster. In Section 3, we detailed the MMO behaviour formed by an alterna-
tion between canard-mediated subthreshold oscillations and one LAO in the
(a, θ, s)-model. In this section, we combine the bursts with MMOs in the 4D
system (4), and focus on the canard trajectories of the resulting MMBOs. We








































Fig. 9 (a) Bifurcation diagram of the (a, θ, s)-model with isolas of MMO solutions. (b)
Zoom of panel (a) near the 9-SAO-isola. The inset panel offers a further zoom into the
upper region of the isola. Bold lines correspond to stable solutions, dashed lines represent
unstable ones. In all panels, red (resp. black) dots indicate period-doubling (resp. Hopf)




























Fig. 10 (a) Example MMO-type solutions of the (a, θ, s)-model for w̃ ∈
[0.758948, 0.771919]. (b) A relaxation-type solution of the (a, θ, s)-model for w̃ = 0.78.
consider the network connectivity parameter, w, as the main bifurcation pa-
rameter of (4), while other parameters are chosen as in [41]. This is a quite
reasonable assumption since the model represents a developmental process
where the network connectivity changes.
We start by investigating the slow flow near the critical manifold (4). The
critical manifold is a surface in R4, defined by the algebraic equation:







































































































Fig. 11 Upward behaviour of the orbits when w moves along the left quasi-vertical segment
of the isola on panel (b) of Figure 9. A canard explosion connects in parameter space a SAO
periodic orbit (upper left) to a MMO periodic orbit (bottom right). The green surface is the
critical manifold S0,(a,θ,s), the blue lines on S0,(a,θ,s) correspond to the single fold curve
S0,(a,θ,s) (the critical manifold is in fact a cusp surface). Each panel below the (a, θ, s)-space
projection shows the time course for a of the periodic orbit shown above.
Since two slow variables, θ and s, appear in the expression of S0, the slow
flow is 2D on the critical surface. The critical manifold S0 is folded along the
folded curve F :
F =
{ −ka
a(1− a) + w s (a d
′
∞(a) + d∞(a)) = 0
}
.























































































Fig. 12 Downward behaviour of the orbits when w moves along the right quasi-vertical
segment of the isola on panel (b) of Figure 9. A canard implosion connects in parameter
space the MMO periodic orbit (upper left) to SAO periodic orbit (bottom right). The green
surface is the critical manifold S0,(a,θ,s), the blue lines on S0,(a,θ,s) correspond to the single
fold curve S0,(a,θ,s) (the critical manifold is in fact a cusp surface). Each panel below the
(a, θ, s)-space projection shows the time course for a of the periodic orbit shown above.











−θ0 + ka ln(
1− a
a
) + w sa d∞(a)
))
+ τ̃sw ad∞(a) (s∞(a)− s) ,
s′ = −
( −ka




τ̃s (s∞(a)− s) .
(14)
Note that since the dynamics of d can be expressed as a function of a in (13), i.e.
d = d∞(a), the most general way to derive DRS given in (3) is not necessary.























Fig. 13 (a) Bifurcation diagram of (14) with respect to w. Solid (resp. dashed) lines corre-
spond to stable (resp. unstable) equilibria, and both branches cross at wT = 1.4218, where
they exchange stability via a transcritical bifurcation; note that the branch plotted in red
corresponds to the projection of the fold curve onto the (a, s)-plane. (b) Nullclines of (14)
for w = 1.43: in blue, the a-nullcline; in red and yellow, both components of the s-nullcline.
Also shown are the two equilibria of the system: the saddle equilibrium s with coordinates
(as, ss) ≈ (0.0753962, 0.962052) lies at the intersection between the a-nullcline (blue) and
the {s = s∞}-component of the s-nullcline (yellow); the folded-node fn with coordinates
(afn, sfn) ≈ (0.0755447, 0.954177), lies at the intersection between the a-nullcline (blue) and
the projection Π(F ) of the fold curve onto the (a, s)-plane (red).
The bifurcation diagram of (14) with respect to w is presented in Figure 13-
(a). Similar to the one of (12), two sets of equilibria of saddle- and node-types
(red and black curves) undergo a transcritical bifurcation at wT ≈ 1.4218 (a
folded saddle-node type II event). For w > wT , the nodes of the DRS, (af , sf ),
lie on the folded curve F and correspond to folded-node singularities of (4)
(see an example of phase portrait on Figure 13-(b)). On the other hand, the
saddle-type equilibria, (as, ss) satisfy s = s∞(a), thus they are also equilibria
of the full system (4). In this region of parameter space (i.e. w > wT ) and for
small enough values of the timescale separation parameter ε, then the MMO
trajectories of (4) can be trapped by the funnel surrounding the folded node.
They first make SAOs inside the funnel towards the folded node, pass near it
and then are likely to continue displaying SAOs close to the repelling side of S0
along the 1D attracting manifold of the saddle equilibrium of the full system,
before being repelled by spiralling away along the 2D unstable manifold of the
saddle. This 2D unstable manifold associated with the complex eigenvalues of
the saddle hence provokes additional small oscillations just before the orbit
leaves the vicinity of the critical manifold and enters into the burst phase.
Note that resulting periodic orbits with SAOs and bursting oscillations, that
is MMBOs, are possible in system with at least 2 fast and 2 slow variables.
4.1 MMBOs and behaviour along isolas
Figure 14 shows the bifurcation diagram of the (a, d, θ, s)-model with respect
to parameter w. At wH ≈ 1.42122 the system undergoes a supercritical Hopf













Fig. 14 Bifurcation diagram of the (a, d, θ, s)-model with isolas of the MMBO solutions;
solid lines correspond to stable solutions, dashed lines to unstable ones. Red dots indicate PD
bifurcations and the black dot corresponds to the Hopf bifurcation. The branch of equilibria
(black) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at wH ≈ 1.42122, which gives rise to a branch of
periodic solutions (red) which is unstable between the PD bifurcations at wD1 ≈ 1.42748



























Fig. 15 (a) Example of MMBO-type solutions of the (a, d, θ, s)-model for w in the approxi-
mate interval [1.428, 1.47]. Each solution corresponds to particular isola from Figure 14. (b)
Bursting behaviour (without SAOs) of the (a, d, θ, s)-model for w = 1.4967.
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bifurcation, where a branch of periodic solutions of bursting type arises (Fig-
ure 15-(b)). Periodic solutions along this branch are unstable between two PD
bifurcations at w ≈ 1.43103 and w ≈ 1.47011. The stable solutions of the sys-
tem between these two PD bifurcations are the MMBO-type orbits that reside
on isolas in w ≈ [1.42748, 1.47011] (see example solutions in Figure 15-(a)).
The transcritical bifurcation of (14) at wT ≈ 1.4218 can be considered as a
lower bound for MMBO dynamics as ε→ 0. The isolas are more densely posi-
tioned for w-values closer to wH . The last isola overlaps with the branch of the
bursting-type solutions (blue curve superimposed on the red branch arising at
the Hopf point). Each isola corresponds to a particular sector of rotation of
canard solutions near the folded node yielding SAOs, and each periodic orbit
with n-SAOs lies on a different isola. A variation of w ∈ [1.42748, 1.47011] can
move an orbit from one sector to another and, consequently, change the num-
ber of SAOs of the solution (Figure 15-(a)). We show a representative selection
of the family of isolas but there may be more of them. Given that each isola
can be associated with a given number of SAOs, one can obtain a prediction of
the number of isolas by computing the maximal rotation number given by the
ratio of the eigenvalues of the folded node (as a node equilibrium of the DRS);
see [11] for details. This is only a prediction valid for small-enough ε > 0. This
number, and hence the number of isolas, will increase up to infinity as the
folded node approaches a folded saddle-node transition. In the present work,
we do not to expand on these questions.
Figure 16 shows the isola formed by the 18-SAO-orbits. Along the isola,
canard trajectories organise the transition from the “pure” subthreshold SAO-
solutions to spiking, and then to MMBO-type solutions (similar to the spike-
adding canard explosion in the (a, d, θ)-model). The orbit in Figure 17-(1) has
18 SAOs plus one last SAO containing a canard segment with larger amplitude.
As w varies following the left branch of the isola, that canard segment expands
along the middle sheet of S0. It grows until the upper fold of S0 and becomes
a maximal canard segment (which approximates the spiking threshold) of the
left branch of the isola (Figure 17-(3)). When the orbit reaches the upper
fold of S0, the stable and unstable manifold of the associated slow manifold
expand and contract it in the a-direction. Finally the orbit crosses the middle
branch (the spiking threshold [40]) and the first spike appears Figure 17-(4)).
As w decreases, the canard segment shrinks while the formation of the spike
continues. The solution with a fully formed spike has 18 SAOs and 1 LAO
(Figure 17-(6)) and it lies on the left corner of the quasi-horizontal branch of
the isola that has a sharp fold at amax ≈ 0.94 (Figure 16-(b)).
As w changes, the orbits move leftwards along the lower branch emanating
form the sharp turning point at amax ≈ 0.94 and the second canard segment,
which is located after the spike, expands; see orbits (6) to (8) on Figure 16-(b).
The solution with one spike and the longest canard segment corresponds to
orbit (8) and just after, a new spike appears. As we move along the upper
fold, the canard segment between two spikes shrinks. The solution becomes a
periodic orbit with 18 SAOs and 2 spikes when it reaches the left fold point
of the second quasi-horizontal segment of the branch around amax ≈ 0.948
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((9) on Figure 16-(b)). The third and fourth spikes are formed through the
same principles. The stable solutions with four spikes lie between the orbit
(15) and the PD point on the top horizontal segment of the isola. After the
PD bifurcation, orbits become unstable and lose spikes as w varies towards the
bottom of the isola along its right branch – similar to the canard implosion
described in Section 3. Note that experimentally the number of spikes per
burst increases as the embryos develop. Early in development, it seems that
spikes are added in a similar way as described here, i.e. the new spike first
occurs just at the end of a burst, then “moves to the left”. Some evidence for
this is shown in [40, Figure 5].
The period of a canard cycle is closely related to the length of its repelling
segment [10,21]. Along a canard explosion in a planar VDP-type system, the
period function is increasing between the Hopf bifurcation and the maximal
canard cycle, and it is decreasing from the maximal canard to the relaxation
regime. Thus the maximal canard cycle, being the solution with the longest
repelling segment, has the longest period [10]. This property holds in MMBOs
as well. Figure 16-(c) shows the period plotted against w along one of the iso-
las just described; it clearly has a complex leaf-structure with multiple local
maxima. The behaviour of the period along each leaf resembles a “local” ca-
nard explosion: orbits on each local maximum (orbits 3, 8, 11, 14) correspond
to maximal canard solutions of each leaf, and the orbits (1, 6, 9, 12, 15) on
local minima have the shortest canard segments. Among these solutions, orbit
(1) corresponds to the global minimum of the isola, therefore it the “fastest”
solution with 18 SAOs.
As in the MMO-type solutions of the (a, s, θ)-model, the MMBO-type or-
bits with more SAOs have longer silent phases without any significant change
in the active phase duration. The ratio of silent phase over active phase du-
rations changes approximately fourfold (between 13 and 50) for the MMBOs
whereas the maximum ratio for the bursting solutions (w > wD2 , see Figure
14) is around 9.
5 Conclusion
We have revisited a group of related rate models introduced and analysed
in [41,40,39] from the viewpoint of multiple-timescale dynamics and com-
plex oscillations. The complete system contains 4 variables (2 fast and 2
slow), where the fast subsystem corresponds to a recurrent excitatory network
with fast activity-dependent synaptic depression, which can produce oscilla-
tions [41]. In this work, we have considered three different combinations of the
4 variables and analysed them using notions from GSPT. In particular, we
have focused on the excitable structure of each model and shown how it leads
to canard solutions. Adding either the dynamics of the cell firing threshold
((a, d, θ)-model) or long-term synaptic depression ((a, d, s)-model), bursting
oscillations are generated [41]; we have described them through their canard-
mediated spike-adding structure [11].














































































Fig. 16 (a) The isola corresponding to MMBO orbits with 18 SAOs. (b) Zoom into the
upper branch of the isola highlighted as an inset in panel (a). (c) Period along the isola
shown in panel (a). The profile of the solutions marked by a black square are shown in
Figures 17-18. In all panels, solid curves correspond to stable solutions while dashed curves
correspond to unstable solutions.
We have also investigated the combined effect of the threshold for cell firing
and the long-term synaptic depression on the network activity by studying the
slow flow associated to the (a, θ, s)-model, which turns out to display canard-
induced MMOs due to the presence of a folded-node singularity. Moreover,
we have been able to understand the structure of families of MMOs organised
in parameter space along isolas, as one typically expects from such slow-fast
systems.
Finally, we have gathered all four variables in the complete (a, d, θ, s)
model, which displays complex oscillations that can be described as a mix be-
tween MMOs and bursting. These fall into the category of MMBOs introduced
in [12]. We computed for the first time the remarkable bifurcation structure
of MMBOs, also organised in families of isolas that retain the salient features
of both the isolas of MMOs and of bursting oscillations from the associated
aforementioned 3D systems. In each case, isolas can be understood as a way

































































































Fig. 17 Birth of the first canard-mediated spike along the isola corresponding to MMBO
solutions with 18 SAOs in Figure 16 as w varies. Each up-down pair shows the solution
projected onto the (θ, s, a)-space (upper panel) and the a-time course of the solution (lower
panel). The green surface is the critical manifold S0 and the blue curve is the lower fold F ,
the red dot marks the folded node fn.
for the system to single-out specific oscillatory patterns. Moreover, we qual-
itatively analyse the profile of MMBO solutions along one such isola, which
reveals canard-mediated transitions that affect the number of subthreshold
oscillations as well as the number of spikes per burst for MMBOs on this isola.
Our analysis suggests that multiple slow processes are worth considering in
modelling studies investigating noisy subthreshold fluctuations, which could
unveal further physiological features.
We know from the experimental recordings that stochasticity plays a role
in triggering episodes of activity, while termination of an episode is consistent
with deterministic dynamics. But it is also very likely that there are mecha-
nisms of depression that include both synaptic depression (s) [9,16] and adap-
tation of neuron excitability (θ) [1,46]. The (deterministic) MMBO framework











































































































































Fig. 18 The second, third and fourth canard-mediated spikes along the isola corresponding
to MMBO solutions with 18 SAOs. Each up-down pair shows the solution on the (θ, s, a)-
space (upper panel) and the time corse of the solution (lower panel). The green surface is
the critical manifold S0 and the blue curve is the lower fold F , the red dot marks the folded
node fn.
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we developed here showed that the consequence of having the two slow vari-
ables, at least in some part of parameter space, is that there are SAOs during
the silent phase, which turn out to be relevant in setting the length of the silent
phase and shaping the subthreshold transients. In other words, in developing
networks noise affects the silent phases’ terminations, while SAOs prolong
silent phases by tailoring subthreshold dynamics. This leads to the question of
who wins, noise or SAOs? Perhaps SAOs temper the effects of noise (Berglund
et al. have shown that canard-mediated SAOs can survive in a noisy environ-
ment [4]), or perhaps noise masks the canard structure that gives rise to SAOs.
The available experimental data are too scarce to formulate hard conclusions,
however future work should address possible interactions between noise and
canards that would lead to interesting mathematics and modelling aspects.
A key parameter in our bifurcation analysis is the level of connectivity
within the network, directly related to development of the chick spinal cord.
It has been shown that changes in the connectivity affect the duration of
both bursting and silent states (see for instance Fig. 13 in [41]). We show
that the presence of SAOs in the solution increases considerably the ratio
between the silent and active phase durations. Our dissection of the bifurcation
structure of MMBOs reveals as well the emergence of a complex substructure
for intermediate connectivity levels: the control on the families of isolas allows
to match in a precise way the connectivity parameter with the number of spikes
in the burst and the number of SAOs. Although the range of the network
connectivity yielding MMBOs is small here, it can be increased for different
parameter sets (for instance by taking τs ≈ τθ). A more extensive study of the
parameter space will be an interesting topic for follow-up work.
Overall, the main interest of the slow-fast approach developed in the present
work lies in its ability to map the boundaries between different activity regimes
(pure spiking, spiking with subthreshold oscillations, bursting, bursting with
subthreshold oscillations, etc.) and different oscillatory patterns within each
regime. These are understood through a theoretical prism which allows to
identify the organising centres of these boundaries (folded singularities, maxi-
mal canards) as well as key (combinations of) parameters to control them (e.g.
the number of rotation sectors near a folded node).
Another important novelty of the work is that it provides one of the first
studies of canard-induced complex oscillations in rate models for neural net-
work dynamics. Several follow-up directions can be envisaged. First, coupling
general excitatory networks to inhibitory ones and analysing similar slow-fast
complex oscillatory dynamics in the resulting excitatory/inhibitory systems. In
particular, it will be interesting to investigate how multiple-timescale interac-
tions between the different components of such coupled systems may provoke a
sudden break-up of the excitation/inhibition balance, known to trigger transi-
tions to certain pathological brain states (such as epileptic seizures). The same
paradigm can be also useful to understand phenomena like the emergence of
bursting activity in connected neuronal sub-populations, see [6], or the change
in network dynamics related to changes in the effectiveness of synaptic de-
pression, see [2]. In particular, how the dynamics of a network can turn from
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up- and down-states into asynchronous states while increasing the strength
of short-term depression is worth to investigate. Another future direction will
consist in finding a similar slow-fast taxonomy of canard-induced complex os-
cillations in networks of spiking neurons and compare them with the firing
rate activity that we have observed here.
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